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[57] ABSTRACT

A pilot warning indicator system is disclosed including
a flashing beacon, a detector, and an indicating panel
on each aircraft. The detector responds to radiant
energy from another aircraft's beacon by energizing
particular signal lamps positioned in the periphery of
the pilot's normal field of view. Since the positions of
the energized lamps are related to the direction from
which radiant energy is received by the detector, the
pilot is apprised of the relative position of an intruder
aircraft without any shift in visual fixation.

3 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures
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SYSTEM FOR INDICATING DIRECTION OF Another feature of the invention is the provision of
INTRUDER AIRCRAFT an indicating system of the above type wherein each of

This application is a continuation of Ser. No. the output signals is indicative of a given position in a
808,822 filed Mar. 20,1969, now abandoned. Cartesian coordinate system, the indicating lamps are

5 arranged in vertical and horizontal columns, and the
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION contro, circujt energizes a particular lamp in each of

The invention described herein was made by an em- the vertical and horizontal columns in response to the
ployee of the United States Government and may be reception of one output signal. By appropriate coor-
manufactured and used by or for the Government for dination of output signals and lamp positions, the inter-
governmental purposes without the payment of any section of imaginary vertical and horizontal lines
royalties thereon or therefor. passing through an energized set of lamps indicates the

relative position in which an intruder aircraft has been
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION detected.

This invention relates generally to a position indicat- 15 Another feature of the invention is the provision of
ing system and, more particularly, relates to a system an indicatin8 sXstem °f th^ above types wherein the
for warning pilots that aircraft or other obstacles are lamPs a,re arran«ed in a Plurahty of vertical columns

located in their field of flight. that lnclude horizontally aligned rows of lamps and in a
Most aircraft collisions occur in the vicinity of air- PluralitV of horizontal columns that include vertically

ports under conditions of good visibility. In attempts to 20 «*»>«» r°ws °f 'amps and the control circuit sequen-
reduce the occurrence of such accidents various types ^ energizes particular rows of lamps ,n each of the
of pilot warning indicator (PWI) systems have been h°»z°ntal and vertical columns. The use of sequen-

. . . . j »j • IMI/I . -i j tially energized rows of vertically and horizontallyutilized or suggested. Most prior PWI systems entailed ,• ., . . . , , . , • j. ,
. . ., ,,. ... . . aligned lamps enhances the pilot s ability to discern theinstruments located among other f l ight instruments on . . / . . , - J - J i _ I _ - • f. , . . , . . .. ,,. , . . ,25 position of an obstacle indicated by the intersection ofthe cockpit panel of the aircraft. Visual observation of . .. . . . . . ,

. . r . , . .. . ., .. . . _ imaginary lines passing through the energized rows of
the instruments required the pilot to shift his visual fix- iamns

ation back and forth from inside to outside the aircraft. AnQther featufe Qf ^ jnvention fa the provision of

Numerous disadvantages result from the requ.red an indicating system of the above , wherein the

visual shifts including the existence of sigmficant time 30 signalling device is an intermittently energized xenon
lags and the non-detection of warning signals when the ,amp and the detector includes an array of silicon de.
pilot's fixation is elsewhere at the time an instrument tectors Because of the excellent match between the sil-
must be read. jcon detector's sensitivity curve and the energy content

The object of this invention, therefore, is to provide distribution of a properly parameterized xenon lamp,
an indicating system that alerts a pilot of aircraft or 35 these elements form a uniquely suited combination for
other obstacles in his field of flight without requiring use jn tj,e jnventjon

him to alter visual fixation.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
n These and other features and objects of the present

The invention is characterized by the provision of an w
 invention will become apparent upon a perusal of the

aircraft with a radiant energy signalling device, a radi- fonowing specification taken in conjunction with the
ant energy detector adapted to produce a plurality of accompanying drawings wherein:
discrete output signals each indicative of a given level FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of an aircraft
of radiation received from a different direction, a plu- 4J cockpit equipped with lamp indicators according to the
rality of distinguishable indicators mounted for visual invention;
observation by the pilot and each representing one of FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a complete in-
the different directions indicated by the output signals, dicating system embodiment of the invention;
and a control circuit connected to receive the output FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of a detector array
signals and adapted to energize an indicator represent- 50 suitable for use in the embodiment shown in FIG. 2;
ing a given direction in response to reception of an out- FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram showing circuit connec-
put signal indicative thereof. The detector responds to tions between the detector, control circuit and indicat-
the radiant energy emitted by signalling devices on ing lamps shown in FIG. 2; and
other aircraft and the control circuit energizes particu- FIG. 5 is a schematic block circuit diagram of
larly positioned indicators to alert the pilot as to the 55 another indicator panel embodiment of the invention,
relative position of such aircraft.

One feature of the invention is the provision of an in- DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
dicating system of the above type wherein the output EMBODIMENTS
signals are indicative of radiation received from Referring now to FIG. 1 there is shown a partial view
directions in two dimensions and the indicators com- 60 of an airplane cockpit including the pilot's and co-
prise lamps mounted in a two-dimensional display in pilot's seats 11 and 12 disposed in front of the
the periphery of the pilot's normal field of observation. windshield 13 that defines the pilot's normal field of
According to this arrangement the pilot receives a two- view. Directly adjacent the bottom edge of the
dimensional indication of an intruding aircraft's rela- windshield 13 is a panel 14 retaining a horizontally
five position without any requirement for a shift from disposed column of lamps ISa, \5b, 15c and \Sd.
the visual fixation normally maintained during landing Similarly disposed adjacent the right edge of the
operations. windshield 13 is a panel 16 retaining the vertically
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disposed column of lamps 17a, lib and 17c. The lamps shaded jt=2, y=2 detector element 31 that produces an
15 and 17 are positioned so as to lie in the peripheral output signal on output line 35. Obviously, this output
field of vision defined by the windshield 13. According signal is indicative of detected radiant energy received
to the invention predetermined particular combina- from a given direction within the field of view encom-
tions of the lamps 15 and 17 are lighted so as to visually 5 passed by the optical assembly 24. The control circuit
indicate to the pilot the relative positions in his field of 26 responds to the output signal on signal line 35 by
view at which a collision obstacle has been detected. energizing shaded lamps ISb and 17i>. As shown, the
The manner in which both the detection and lamp dis- dotted horizontal line 37 to shaded lamp 17b and the
play are accomplished will be described in greater dotted vertical line 38 to shaded lamp ISb intersect at
detail below. '" point A which was the assumed position of the intruder

FIG. 2 illustrates in schematic block form a preferred aircraft. Thus, the pilot of the detecting aircraft can
indicating system 21 embodiment of the invention gauge the relative position of the intruder aircraft by
shown receiving radiant energy from the flashing visually estimating the point of intersection between
beacon 22 mounted on another aircraft 23. According the imaginary lines 37 and 38 established by the ener-
to the overall concept intended by the invention, all air- gized lamps ISb and 176. Furthermore, because of the
craft will be equipped with an indicating system 21 and lamps peripheral location, this exercise can be accom-
at least one compatible flashing beacon 22. Preferably plished by the pilot without any change in fixation from
each aircraft would be equipped with a plurality of the field of view defined by the windshield 13.
beacons so as to prevent the existence of blind spots 2o According to a preferred embodiment, the invention
with respect to the indicating systems of other aircraft. would use Xe-lamps for the flashing beacons 22 and the
As shown, the radiant energy from the beacon 22 is silicon detectors for the detector elements 31. A
directed by the optical assembly 24 to the radiant ener- properly parameterized Xe-lamp will develop a pre-
gy detector 25. Responsive to the reception of detecta- ponderance of its spectral energy in the visible
ble energy levels, the detector 25 transmits discrete 25 (4,000-7,000 A) and the near IR (7,000-11,000 A)
output signals to the control circuit 26. As described while the sensitivity curve of a silicon detector is
below, each output signal produced by the detector 25 roughly in the range between 6,500-10,500 A. Thus,
is indicative of the particular direction from which the the upper output range of the Xe-lamp is excellently
detected radiant energy was received. Responsive to matched to the detection sensitivity of the silicon de-
the signals received from the detector 25 the control 30 lector while the lower output range of the Xe-lamp pro-
circuit 26 energizes particular lamps 15 and 17 (shown vides a visible warning to approaching aircraft,
also in FIG. 1) that indicate to the pilot the relative Referring now to FIG. 4 there is shown in detail the
position of the energy source detected. control circuit 26 connected between the detector 25

During operation of the indicating system 21, the op- and the indicator panels 14 and 16. Each output lead
tical assembly 24 images the radiation source in a cor- 32 from each detector element 31 on the substrate 33 is
responding mirrored position on the plane formed by connected to a pre-amplifier 41 which is in turn con-
the detector 25. The lens assembly illustrated is a Hills nected to a threshold detector 42. Also connected to all
sky lens that exhibits a desirable 180° to 200° field of of the threshold detectors 42 is the power supply 43.
view. This lens assembly is described in Compilation of Each threshold detector 42 provides an output on two
Data From Related Technologies in the Development separate leads, one of which is connected to the
of an Optical Pilot Warning Indication System-NASA horizontal column of lamps 15 and the other to the ver-
Technical Note in process (ERC C-48). FIG. 3 illus- tical column 17. Connected between the threshold de-
trates in plan view the detector 25 that receives radiant lectors 42 and the lamps 15 and 17 are the flasher units
energy from the optical assembly 24. As shown, the de- 45 45 of, for example, the type used for automobile turn
lector 25 comprises a plurality of individual detector signals.
elements 31 and output leads 32 mounted on the sub- In response to the reception of a predetermined radi-
strate 33. The individual detector elements 31 are ar- ant energy level each of the detector elements 31
ranged in an array such as to be identifiable by their generates an oulput signal that after amplification in a
Cartesian coordinate x and y positions. Each of the in- 50 pre-amplifier 41 exceeds ihe threshold level of Ihe as-
dividual detectors 31 produces a discrete outpul signal socialed threshold detector 42. Energizing output
on its associaled output line 32 in response lo receplion signals are ihen produced on bolh ouipul lines of that
of radiant energy from the optical assembly 24. As particular threshold detector 42. The circuit connec-
noted above, these signals are utilized by the control tions in the control circuii 26 are such lhal an ouipul
circuit 26 to energize particular lamp sets in the panels 55 signal from any of the detector elements 31 in the y=l
14 and 16 adjacent the pilot's windshield 13. column of the detector array produces energization of

To additionally explain operation of the indicaling verlical lamp 17a, an oulput signal from any detector
system 21, let us assume that the beacon 22 of the air- element 31 in the y=2 column produces energization of
craft 23 is located within the pilot's field of view bul is ihe verlical lamp ITb, and an ouipul signal from any
nol yet visible. Assume further that point A on the 60 detector element 31 in the y=3 column produces ener-
windshield 13 of FIG. 2 represents the verlical and gizalion of the vertical lamp 17c. Similarly, an ouipul
horizonlal and horizonlal posilion of the beacon. The signal from any detector element 31 in the x=\ column
radianl energy transmitted by Ihe inlruder plane's produces energization of horizontal lamp 15a, an out-
beacon 22 will be direcled by Ihe oplical assembly 24 pul signal from any deleclor elemenls 31 in the x—1
to a particular detector element 31 related to the posi- column produces energization of horizontal lamp ISb,
tion of Ihe plane. In our example, ihe received radianl an ouipul signal from any deleclor elemenl 31 in ihe
energy is directed by the optical assembly 24 to the x=3 column produces energization of horizontal lamp
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15c, and an output signal from any detector element 31 vers postulated in many existing range and range-rate
in the x=4 column produces energization of the collision avoidance systems.
horizontal lamp ISd. Thus, a correlation exists between Obviously many modifications and variations of the
the positions of an energized pair of lamps 15 and 17 invention are possible in light of the above teachings,
and the coordinate position of the energizing detector 5 For example only, the particular arrangements and
element 31 which is in turn related to the particular numbers of indicating lamps illustrated were chosen for
direction from which the activating radiation is reasons of simplicity and understanding. Many other
received. For example, in the specific case assumed lamp arrangement could be desirable in given applica-
above, an output signal from the detector element 31 tions. Also, the signalling beacons 22 could be mounted
(shown shaded in FIG. 4) in the x=2, y=2 position of I0 on fixed obstacles (towers, buildings, runways) as well
the detector array 25 results in activation of the as on the aircraft themselves. Similarly, types of
threshold detector 42a. The resultant output signal on signalling lamps, optical assemblies, detectors and con-
line 51 energizes vertical lamp \1b and the output trol circuits other than those specifically disclosed
signal on line 52 energizes horizontal lamp 15i> as illus- .. could be utilized within the bounds of the invention as
trated in both FIGS. 2 and 4. claimed.

FIG. 5 shows another embodiment of the invention (claim:
in which three vertical columns of lamps 61-63 and 1. An indicating system for warning a pilot of an air-
three horizontal columns of lamps 64-66 are disposed craft of the presence of an intruder aircraft in the area
adjacent, respectively, a side and bottom edges of the 2o comprising a radiant energy detector means mounted
pilot's windshield 13a. The various lamps 61-66 are on an aircraft for receiving radiant energy signals from
energized by the control circuit I6a similar to that intruder aircraft and for producing, responsive thereto,
described above through the bi-directional sequential discrete output signals indicative of the direction of an
flashers 67 of, for example, the type also used for au- intruder aircraft from the aircraft, a horizontal row of
tomobile signalling devices. 25 spaced apart lamps and a vertical column of spaced

The embodiment of FIG. 5 operates in the same apart lamps forming a Cartesian coordinate system,
manner as that explained above in connection with each said row and column of lamps being mounted in
FIG. 2 except that the individual flashing lamps are the periphery of the field of view observed by an
replaced with sequentially energized rows of lamps. average pilot of the aircraft when facing forward and
Thus, responsive to a radiation source at the position 30 looking through the windshield of the aircraft in normal
used in the above example, the shaded lamps in flying position so that said lamps may be observed
horizontal row 71 of the vertical lamp columns and ver- without a shift in visual fixation from the normal flight
tical row 72 in the horizontal lamp columns would be path and that signals from the lamps are picked up by a
sequentially energized to indicate the presence of an visual channel different from that for foveal signals,
obstacle at relative position A. The advantage of this and control means for receiving said discrete output
embodiment is that sequentially flashing rows of lamps signals and for maintaining in an energized condition, a
aid the pilot in establishing the imaginary horizontal lamp in said row and in said column so that the position
and vertical lines of sight that establish the intersection of an intruder aircraft is indicated as having an x and y
point A. position in real space corresponding to the coordinates

The FIG. 5 embodiment also can indicate the defined by the energized lamps in said Cartesian coor-
presence of obstacles not in the pilot'sfield of view e.g., dinate system.
slightly behind the detecting aircraft. The actual 2. The indicating system of claim 1 including means
direction of the detected obstacle is indicated by the for intermittently flashing the energized lamps,
particular flashing sequence produced. For example, a 45 3. An indicating system for warning a pilot of an air-
forward obstacle is indicated by an outside (rows 61 craft of the presence of an intruder aircraft in the area
and 66), middle (rows 62 and 65), inside (rows 63 and comprising a radiant energy detector means mounted
64) lamp energization sequence while a rearward ob- on an aircraft for receiving radiant energy signals from
stacle is indicated by an inside-middle-outside lamp intruder aircraft and for producing, responsive thereto,
sequence. Thus, as shown, each bi-directional flasher 50 discrete output signals indicative of the direction of an
67 is connected by two leads to the control circuit 16a. intruder aircraft from the aircraft, a plurality of
A signal on one of the leads produces one lamp ener- horizontal rows of spaced apart lamps and a plurality of
gization sequence while a signal on the other lead vertical columns of spaced apart lamps, each of said
produces the opposite sequence. rows being mounted side by side and each of said

Thus, the present invention produces a PWI system 55 columns of lamps being mounted side by side and the
that warns a pilot of obstacles without the requirement side by side lamps of the rows and columns forming a
for shift in visual fixations. Because the signals pro- Cartesian coordinate system, said rows and said
vided by lamps 15 and 17 are peripheral, they picked columns being located in the periphery of the field of
up via different visual channel than foveal signals and view observed by an average pilot of the aircraft when
therefore may be more readily detected than would in- 60 facing forward and looking through the windshield of
dications displayed on a conventional instrument panel the aircraft in normal flying position so that said lamps
device. Furthermore, after initial detection, the dis- may be observed without a shift in visual fixation from
closed system promotes rapid visual acquisition of an the normal flight path and that signals from the lamps
intruder via the visible output range of the Xe signalling are picked up by a visual channel different from that
beacons. Consequently, a pilot can select maneuvers for foveal signals, control means for receiving said dis-
from a two-dimensional escape trajectory manifold crete output signals and for maintaining in an energized
rather than being restricted to only Up-Down maneu- condition, corresponding lamps in said rows and in said
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columns so that the position of an intruder aircraft is in-
dicated as having an x and y position in real space cor-
responding to the coordinates defined by the energized
lamps in said Cartesian coordinate system, and means
for sequentially flashing the adjacent energized lamps
in said rows and in said columns so that the coordinate
position of an intruder aircraft is suggested by the inter-
section of the two lines formed by the energized lamps.
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